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Definition

• Entrepreneurship is the energize for social and economic growth of any society. It drives people toward wealth and job creation which leads to better lives for people in the society.

• There has been growing interest in entrepreneurship research recent two decades in the context of Nepal.
Minority entrepreneurship

• Minority entrepreneurship reviews the economic and sociological literature on the topic of minority entrepreneurship, while economist and sociologist have written most of influential studies, these groups typically ask different question and base their analysis on different assumptions.

• The literature predictability lacks a single unifying focused and it quit drives regarding issued explored and methodological approaches of employment.
• Past two decades the minority entrepreneurship is focused by government, sociologist and economist to improve the financial position of marginalized people and national development.

• Male and female both are involved in the minority entrepreneurship in the marginalized people of country.

• The minority entrepreneurship is most supportive for the marginalized people to improve their financial status.
• The minority entrepreneurship promoted by government, sociologist, financial group economist and different NGO’s and INGO’s
• Microfinance is one of the most supporting financial institution of minority entrepreneurship in context of Nepal.
Example of minority entrepreneurship in Nepal

- Fish farming
- Goat farming
- Achar banunye
- Vegetable farming
- House wearing
- Poultry farming
- Agarbati banaunyee etc.